
 

 

 

- Filippo Minelli has painted a piece this Saturday 4th of March to renew the lower 

part of the front of the Arnau Theater 

 

- This is the third intervention in Arnau Gallery, a rotary mural project driven by 

Difusor and Subagora 

 

- The project aims to promote local urban art and to give support to the Plataforma 

Recuperem el Teatre Arnau (Platform Get Arnau Theater Back)  

 

Filippo Minelli transforms the front of the 

Arnau Theater in Barcelona 

Filippo Minelli working on his piece on the Arnau Theater 



 

Italian artist Filippo Minelli has made a mural intervention on the lower part of 

the Arnau Theater front this Saturday 4th of March. The artists' piece consists 

of a conceptual mural, part of Bold Statements: a serie in which he takes the 

typical political propaganda aesthetics and overturns them in order to transform 

them into a protest, exploring messages and slogans that question the context 

and contemporary society. Minelli began his work in the graffiti world on the late 

nineties. Nowadays, he mainly focuses on muralism and performances. He 

uses interventions on public spaces as an artistic and politic art. 

 

 

This is the third intervention in Arnau Gallery, an outdoor art space with a 

rotary mural project that was released last November with a piece of 

BTOY about the figure of the russian journalist Anna Politkóvskaia, who was 

murdered ten years ago. Kram and Cisco KSL were the responsibles for the 

second intervention. The artists painted a mural with urban scenes 

represented throught the personifications of different animals. 

Kram and Cisco KSL piece in Arnau Gallery - Photo Ⓒ Fernando Alcalá Losa 

http://www.filippominelli.com/
https://www.instagram.com/btoyandrea/
http://www.kram.es/category/wellcome/


Arnau Gallery is a project curated by Difusor, the entity responsible for the 

urban art festival Open Walls Conference, and Subagora, responsible of the 

web Street Art Barcelona. 

 

This initiative promotes contemporary urban art in Barcelona in a 

complementary space to the free access walls that already exist in the city. 

On the other hand, this project adds to the Plataforma Recuperem el Teatre 

Arnau's task and also to the demands of the population and the neighbours who 

have defended the re-opening of the theatre and its recuperation. 
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